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to the Chairman that if in the provinces Law and Order were transferred to ministerial control, the Governor-General would cease to exercise plenary powers ?—-(Mr. Haig) I only said that under the existing Devolution Rules he would cease. I did not contemplate that as a feasible scheme myself.
 139.	But as a matter of course this result would
follow ?—Under the existing Devolution Rules, yes.
 140.	Even if this happens, considering the present
situation in the country, that is to say the tension
between  the  different  communities  and  the riots
happening at different places and the constant bick
ering and bitterness between the different sections of
the population, would it not be advisable for us to
look at the practical result which would follow from
the transference of this subject of Law and Order
to the  ministerial control ?    We  cannot base our
opinion upon any ideal system of administration ;
but we have to look to the practical side of the pro
blem.    Now considering all this, I would like to ask
you one or two questions.    Supposing Law and Order
is transferred in the provinces and supposing in some
remote place where neither the police nor the military
are immediately available, a riot occurs between the
Hindus and Muhammadans and supposing the Hindus
are in a minority, do you not contemplate that the
Slaughter of the minority community would be the
result and so also if the Muhammadans are in a
minority ?    And  you  could not render them im
mediate help which would be necessary under the
circumstances ?     Supposing also that the minister
who controls Law and Order is communally biased
and he delays the reinforcement of the forces un
necessarily,  would  not this destroy the fabric of
administration ?—Well, it is clearly very necessary
that whatever the control of Law and Order, the
police force must be maintained in adequate numbers
to protect the people and also it must be employed
in an impartial way and an effective way.
 141.	Can you tell me whether as Home Secretary
instances  have  not  come  within  your  knowledge
•which show that under certain circumstances officials
belonging to one religion or another have not been
free of blame in controlling matters ?—No ;  I would
not say that.   But it is perfectly true that officials
belonging to a particular community are very fre
quently assailed by suspicions from the other com
munities.    That is perfectly true.
 142.	They have been-assailed ?—Yes.
 143.	Sir Hari Singh Gour:   Have the suspicions
Taeen justified ?—No.
 144.	Sir Zulfiqar Ali Khan :   Never justified ?—
JSbt to my knowledge.
 145.	But still I know there have been instances in
•which people entertain grave suspicion of the conduct
of officers belonging to a different community?—
That is an unfortunate development of these heated
communal feelings.
 146.	The feeling does exist and we have to take
into consideration all the existing conditions ?—Yes,
 147.	For instance, in the case of Bardoli where
•die people refused to pay land revenue, if an impartial
-authority had not been controlling the situation, the
affairs might have gone to a very great extent towards
anarchy ?—It was certainly a difficult situation with
considerable potentialities for further trouble.
149. Sir Zulfiqar Ali Khan r   In answer to my
 friend, Sir Hari Singh Gour, you said, Mr. Haig, that if permanency is given to the tenure of a minister then, it would perhaps minimise the chances of his being influenced by the legislative council ?—I do not really know to what extent. So far as it goes no doubt it would leave him in a position of rather more independence; but of course he has got to look to the future.
 150.	He   has   got   ultimately   to   resort   to   the
electorate ?—Yes.
 151.	He cannot divest himself of that considera
tion ?—No.
 152.	Therefore the giving of a permanent tenure
to a minister does not matsrially change the situa
tion ?—No.
 153.	Dr. Suhrawardy : Will you kindly tell me who
is responsible for the maintenance of Law and Order
in New Delhi ?—Primarily the Chief Commissioner
of Delhi.
 154.	Is he subject to the superintendence, control
and direction of the Government like the heads of
other provinces ?—Yes.
Sir Hari Singh Gour :  Much more.
 155.	Dr. Suhrawardy :   In view of the fact that
he has got no Executive Council and no legislative
council, may I take it that the supervision exercised
over him is the maximum supervision and the closest
supervision  which  the  Government  of   India can
exercise over a provincial Government ?—Well, as a
rule the problems with which he is concerned are not
of the same magnitude as those that arise in a larger
province.
 156.	Does he not occupy the position of an official
contemplated by you Bunder the scheme foreshadowed
by you in reply to Sir Arthur Froom ?—I suppose he
is something of that sort.
 157.	So Delhi furnishes the closest illustration of
the scheme foreshadowed by you in reply to Sir
Arthur Froom ?—Yes, but of course on a very small
153. May I take as a fair sample the arrangement for the maintenance of law and order to meet an extraordinary situation like that on the 21st of November which would be made under the scheme foreshadowed by you ?
The Chairman : I do not think that we need to pursue that particular application.
 159.	Sir Sanftaran Nair:   I am not sure whether
I am right in asking you the question:  So you need
not reply to my question if you do not like to do so.
From what you know of the incidents in which the
Government of India have interfered or have in
structed or have advised the local Governments,
looking to the consequences that followed such advice
or instruction or interference, do you say now that the
Government of India would have done well in not
having interfered or whether they were right in inter
fering, taking the years between 1919 and 1924—£
refer especially to the incidents connected with the
Knilafat agitation and the non-co-operation mov6-
ment ?—It is very difficult for me to speak on matters
which are not really within my personal knowledge.
I have only been in .the Home Department since 1926
and I do not think we can charge- ourselves since that
time with having interfered unwisely.
 160.	The incidents I had in my mind were those
which happened before that time and you would no*
like to say anything about that ?—X really have not
the knowledge.

